CINAHL Plus with Full Text
This example illustrates a step-by-step approach to searching CINAHL for articles on the development
of repetitive strain injuries following regular computer usage.
Begin by identifying the main concepts of your question. The main concepts of this question are:
repetitive strain injuries and computer usage.

Leave Suggest Subject
Terms checked.

This is the first screen you will see when you begin.
Start by typing in the first concept of your search, in
this case “repetitive strain injury” and click Search.

Review the Term List to choose the most appropriate term(s).
Click on Scope to get a definition of the term, if desired. Here,
Cumulative Trauma Disorders seems to be the most
appropriate term. Next, click on the term itself.
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You will see your term within a hierarchy of terms (Tree
View). If you wish to search the term(s) indented below
your term, as well as your term, check the Explode box.

Once you are ready, click
on Search Database.

If you wish to focus on a particular aspect of your subject, you can choose a subheading to
append to your subject heading(s). This will decrease the number of results you will
receive, but they will be more focused. Check the box to view subheadings.
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Your results are presented to you, with the most relevant articles listed first. The total number of
retrieved articles is provided here:

To find articles on the second concept, go back to the top of the screen and repeat the process with the
concept “computer usage”. Computers and Computerization seems to be the closest match, so check
this box and click on Search Database.
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To combine your searches,
select Search History.

Your search results will appear separately in the Search History table, and will be “numbered” – S1, S2,
etc. At this point you want to combine your two searches to retrieve articles that discuss both concepts:
Cumulative Trauma Disorders AND Computers and Computerization.

Place checkmarks beside each set of search results,
and click Search with AND to search both terms.
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To refine your search, you can use one of the
options on the left-hand side of your screen, or
click on Show More for even more options.
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To see if the Library has the article
you are interested in, click on the
Find it! button below the citation.
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IF full text is available, it`s
possible to go directly to the
article by clicking the Go button.

If the library has a print version
of the article, that information
will be listed here.
If the Library doesn`t have the
article at all, you will be directed
to an Interlibrary Loan form.
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Selecting, saving, printing, emailing, and exporting citations

If you would like to select citations to
print, email, save, or export, click the
Add to folder button.
These citations go into your “Folder”,
and the status will change from “Folder
is empty” to “Folder has items”.

Click Folder to view the
contents of your folder.

Once in the folder, you can print, email, save, or export any or all
of your citations. Note: You can save items in your folder for the
next time you use CINAHL if you sign into your personal account.

For further assistance with CINAHL Plus with Full Text, please phone 306-966-6024
or drop into the Leslie and Irene Dubé Health Sciences Library.
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